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Fake fake fake  
All the news is fake 
Fake fake fake 
I know what it takes 
 
It used to be that facts were king 
But now we know another thing 
All that matters is my bling 
Misdirection works 
 
Lies lies lies  
What they say are lies 
Lies lies lies  
Can see it in their eyes 
 
All the fraud that money buys 
Don’t take it from the other guys 
Burn the oil and eat the fries 
All my promises kept 
 
B-part: 
I’m going to build  
a big white hangar 
Right next  
to my big White House 
Any time  
I need a boost 
I’ll have  
a campaign rally 
I’ll go in the hangar  
And get a big bounce  
 
<instrumental break> 
 
 
 

Truth truth truth  
I speak only truth 
Truth truth truth  
Don’t worry about the proof 
 
Mexicans will build the wall 
They’re getting ready for our fall 
They are paying for it all 
To keep our escapees out 
 
Fake fake fake 
Lies lies lies lies 
Truth truth truth 
Isn’t it great to have America great 
again? 
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Am                    E7             Am 
Fake fake fake; Fake fake fake 
Am                    E7             Am 
Fake fake fake; Fake fake fake 
Am                    E7                    Am 
Fake fake fake; All the news is fake 
Am                    F                     E7 
Fake fake fake; I know what it takes 
F                          Am 
It used to be that facts were king 
F                           Am 
But now we know another thing 
F                       Am 
All that matters is my bling 
E7                 Am 
Misdirection works 
Fake fake fake; Fake fake fake 
Fake fake fake; Fake fake fake 
 
 



Lies lies lies; What they say are lies 
Lies lies lies; Can see it in their eyes 
All the fraud that money buys 
Don’t take it from the other guys 
Burn the oil and eat the fries 
All my promises kept 
Lies lies lies; Lies lies lies 
Lies lies lies; Lies lies lies 
B-part: 
C                                            G 
I’m going to build a big white hangar 
F                                         C 
Right next to my big White House 
C                           G 
Any time I need a boost 
F 
I’ll have a campaign rally 
F#dim                             G.. <stop> 
I’ll go in the hangar and get  
                     C 
a big league bounce  
 



<instrumental break> 
Truth truth truth; I speak only truth 
Truth truth truth; Don’t worry about the proof 
Mexicans will build the wall 
They’re getting ready for our fall 
They are paying for it all 
To keep our escapees in 
Truth truth truth;  
Lies lies lies;  
Fake fake fake;  
Isn’t it great… to have America great again? 
 


